In this work we have investigated the genetic changes underlying the high glutathione (GSH) production showed by the evolved Saccharomyces cerevisiae strain UMCC 2581, selected in a molybdate-enriched environment after sexual recombination of the parental wine strain UMCC 855.
Introduction
Evolutionary engineering or adaptive laboratory evolution is a powerful approach, widely used for improving industrially significant Saccharomyces cerevisiae strains. In the oenological field, it has been successful in engineering several phenotypes by generating wine yeast strains with improved properties, such as enhanced substrate utilization, tolerance to fermentation conditions and resistance to toxic compounds [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] .
The adaptive evolution technique, which simply mimics nature by random mutation of the microorganisms' own genes followed by selection under suitable conditions to favor the desired phenotype, has the main advantage of not requiring a priori knowledge of the genes involved in the expression of desired phenotypes [6] [7] [8] .
However, direct evolutionary strategies can suffer from being time-consuming since extensive cultivation periods and multiple rounds of screening are often required [9] . Indeed, when the selection is non-targeted and non-specific for the type of mutation or not based on growth-linked traits a large number of strains need to be screened for isolating an improved mutant from a mixed population [10] . Moreover, the screening could be hindered by the difficulty in achieving evolved variants expressing selectable phenotypes [11] .
To overcome this limit, novel evolutionary strategies have been designed for generating phenotypic diversity in a strains' population, and to develop cultivation strategies that effectively select cells with desirable phenotypes. Among them, the use of anti-metabolites or metabolite analogs, as selective pressures, have already been applied in evolutionary engineering to either improve productivity or improve substrate utilization [8] . Accordingly, we have designed an evolution-based strategy useful for the selection of S. cerevisiae wine strains that produce low levels of SO 2 and H 2 S and high levels of GSH by using toxic sulfate analogues such as chromate Cr(VI) or molybdate Mo(VI) [11, 12] .
These heavy metals enter a yeast cell through high-affinity sulfate permeases and are involved in the sulfate assimilation as well as GSH biosynthetic pathway. Therefore, the resulting resistant strains are potentially able to show the desired phenotype being impaired in this metabolic pathway.
To outline our strategy, first sexual recombination and mating were used to increase strain randomization and second, a specific selective pressure was defined for generating the preferred recombinants by targeting the biosynthetic pathway of the metabolite of interest. Finally, the evolved strains potentially capable of expressing the desired phenotype were screening to select the best candidate.
Recently, by applying this evolution-based strategy, we have obtained the strain UMCC 2581 resistant to Mo(VI) 5 mM and with enhanced GSH content, at the end of the fermentation in a microvinification assay, with an increase of 100% compared to the parental strain UMCC 855 [12] .
This achievement has confirmed the effectiveness of both meiotic recombination in generating clones with different and frequently better properties than their parental strain [13, 14] , and application of targeted selective pressure for obtaining candidate strains for the phenotype of interest. Above all, the exploitation of the Mo(VI) resistance has proved to be useful for the selection of the desired evolved strains, probably by activating the yeast common metal response that involves sulfur assimilation and GSH biosynthesis [12] .
Nevertheless, the exact mechanism of resistance inside the cells had not been explained, therefore, a genetic characterization of the evolved and parental strains, in particular regarding the genes associated with GSH metabolism, is required for understanding their different behavior on a molecular level.
In yeast cells as well as other microorganisms, stress responses are affected by rapid adjustment of gene expression patterns [15] .
Generally, the genetic dynamics found in wild wine yeast strains as well as in evolved strains vary in a multi-factor continuous way, and result from a wide assortment of evolutionary forces, among which mutation, selection, recombination and drift [16] [17] [18] . Thus, the application of the current high-throughput DNA and RNA sequencing (RNA-seq) technologies is extremely useful to achieve a rapid identification of genetic variations facilitating an efficient genetic mapping. In particular, RNA-seq has proved to be a better method for the study of industrial wine strains compared to microarrays [19] . Certainly, it is more sensitive in detecting genes with very low expression and more accurate in the quantification of highly expressed genes, due to its wider dynamic range [20, 21] .
In the present work, we intended to integrate our evolution-based strategy with an inverse engineering approach. We first generated strains with the desired phenotype by using a random method and then, through analysis of the genetic and transcriptomic of the evolved strains, mapped changes underlying adaptation to molybdate and the relationship between genotype and high GSH production phenotype. To reach this goal, we combined whole-genome sequencing, which reveals the repertoire of point mutations and copy number polymorphisms, with the gene expression analysis carried out by RNA-seq that allows an accurate measurement of gene expression and an effective comparison between the transcriptional profiles of parental and evolved strains.
In particular, we analyzed the molybdate resistance phenotype as a specific quantitative trait, in order to understand the relations with and the reasons of the higher GSH production showed by the evolved strain UMCC 2581 in comparison to UMCC 855 parental strain.
Materials and methods

Yeast strains and growth conditions
The Saccharomyces cerevisiae parental strain UMCC 855 and the evolved strain UMCC 2581 used in our experiments are described in Table 1 .
Strain UMCC 855 was used to generate the monosporic clones (MCs) throughout this study.
Yeast cells were grown at 28 °C on YPD complete medium (1% yeast extract, 2% peptone and 2% glucose) with the addition of 2% agar when necessary. The strains are deposit in the Unimore Microbial Culture Collection (University of Modena and Reggio Emilia-Reggio Emilia -Italy) and stored for long-term preservation at -80 °C in cryovials containing YPD medium supplemented with 25% glycerol (v/v) as cryopreservative. 
Generation and screening of Molybdate-resistant monosporic clones
An overnight culture of UMCC 855 grown at 28 °C on YPDA, was resuspended in 3 mL of 1%
Potassium Acetate (Fisher Scientific) and incubated at 28 °C overnight with shaking at 300 rpm to induce sporulation. The culture containing asci were diluted 2-fold with a solution of 10 mg mL 
Genomic DNA extraction, sequencing and data handling
Genomic DNA (gDNA) was extracted using the ZR fungal/bacterial DNA miniprep kit (Zymo Research) following the manufacturer's instructions. The gDNA of the MCs belonging to the two clusters selected were pooled in equimolar amount and the whole-cluster gDNA was sequenced along with gDNA of the parental and evolved strains.
Genome sequencing was performed with the Ion Torrent ProtonTM platform (Life Technologies) by the Genomics Core Facility at Saint Louis University School of Medicine.
Sequence reads were mapped to the S. cerevisiae reference genome, S288c [24] , using BWA (Burrows-Wheeler Aligner) [25] . Duplicate sequences were removed using PicardTools The SNPs and InDels specific to the parental strain UMCC 855 and evolved strain UMCC 2581 were identified from the vcf file. The discovered variants were analyzed using the snpEff software [27] (http://snpeff.sourceforge.net) to classify them according to their effect on proteincoding genes. Reads alignments and subsequent comparison of the "vfc" files underwent a strict quality and coverage verification that led to the exclusion of SNPs and InDels with coverage lower than 20x and frequency lower than 25% of the reads.
To discover regions of chromosomal copy-number variations (CNVs), the average sequencing coverage over a 1000 bp window size were calculated using IGVtools [28] .
RNA-sequencing and differential gene expression analysis
To capture gene expression changes between the parental and evolved strains we performed RNA-seq experiments. The two strains were inoculated in Erlenmeyer flasks filled with 100 mL of chemically defined synthetic must (SM) prepared according to Giudici & Kunkee [29] . Cell growth was monitored by measuring the optical density at 600 nm hourly until reaching the end of exponential phase. At each time point, the cells were harvested and centrifuged, then supernatant was removed and the pellet was immediately frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored at -80 °C until sample analysis. For each sample, the time point corresponding to three quarters through the exponential phase was chosen and the total RNA was extracted with hot acidic phenol [30] . mRNA purification, RNA-Seq library preparation and sequencing were performed by the Genomics Core ProtonTM platform (Life Technologies) respectively. Bowtie 2 [31] was used to align reads for each sample to the reference genome S288c, Picard 1.114 to eliminate duplicate reads and DESeq [32] was used to identified genes differentially expressed between the parental and evolved strains.
Only genes with a false discovery rate (FDR) lower than 0.05 were considered differentially expressed. The gene ontology analysis was performed by using the on-line tool GO Term Finder (http://www.yeastgenome.org/cgi-bin/GO/goTermFinder.pl) within the SGD database. The statistical analysis of the GO term "molecular function" was performed using the BiNGO plug-in [33] in Cytoscape (http://www.cytoscape.org).
Accession number
All DNA sequencing and RNA-seq data are available from the NCBI Sequence Read Archive (SRA, https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/sra/) with accession number SRP094104.
Results
QTL mapping
To study the genetic basis resistance to Mo(VI) in the evolved strain, we used a QTL mapping approach (Fig 1) , developed in a three steps process similar to that proposed by Parts et al. [34] .
First, we generated a pool of 69 MCs (which have been coded from UMCC 2665 to UMCC 2733) starting from parental strain UMCC 855. Then, we screened them on the YNB selective media, with the addition of different molybdate Mo(VI) concentrations according to our previous work [12] .
The segregation analysis revealed a large amount of phenotype variation in the progeny, indicating the parental strain carried heterozygous mutations affecting resistance to Mo(VI).
We found that a 54% of the total MCs was not able to grow on Mo(VI) at all concentrations while the rest of MCs (46%) were able to grow at least on 1 mM Mo(VI). To map only regions effectively implicated in the phenotypic variation of the evolved strain, the resistant MCs were grouped into two main clusters, indicated as Resistant-Parental and Resistant-Evolved, on the base of the phenotype showed (S1 Fig) . In the first cluster we gathered all clones that did not grow on the media with 5 mM Mo(VI) and had white or light blue colonies on the media with 2.5 mM Mo(VI)
like the UMCC 855 strain. In the second one we clustered all clones that, like UMCC 2581, had dark blue colonies on all the Mo(VI) media arranged ( Table 2 ). The sensitive clones or the other ones that showed intermediate phenotypes or resistance were not considered. Successively, the genomic DNA of the two main clusters along with gDNA of the parental and evolved strains was extracted and sequenced (S1 Table) .
The sequence reads were then aligned with the S288c reference sequence and only the sites heterozygous in the UMCC 855 parental strain were selected and used in the subsequent analysis.
The allele frequency ratio p-value of the selected variants in the DNA of the clusters ResistantParental and Resistant-Evolved was then plotted against the variant position on the chromosome.
The result is shown in Fig 2a. The cutoff threshold chosen at 20 log units allowed the identification of four QTLs: two peaks were present on chromosome 4, one on chromosome 6 and one on chromosome 12. The width of each peak was determined by dropping 5 log units from the top of the peak.
The QTLs present on chromosome 4 (Fig 2b) presented the larger peaks with a width of about 26 Kbp (between 423000 and 449000 bp) and 67 Kbp (between 717000 and 784000 bp) respectively for peak 1 and 2. The numbers of genes in these intervals were high, with 19 genes identified in peak 1 and 34 genes in peak 2 (S2 Table) .
The peak on chromosome 6 (Fig 2c) showed a width of about 17 Kbp (between 57000 and 74000 bp) but the minimum number of genes (6) found (S3 Table) .
The narrowest peak was found on chromosome 12 (Fig 2d) with a width of about 11 Kbp (between 164000 and 175000 bp) and 9 genes detected (S4 Table) .
In order to identify the genes underlying the QTL, we initially examined the S. cerevisiae Table) . Instead, on chromosome 4 peak 2, YCF1 (Yeast Cadmium Factor: vacuolar glutathione S-conjugate transporter), RGP1 (gene implicated in retrograde transport from endosome to Golgi), HPR1 (components of conserved THO nuclear complex) and SAC3 (mRNA export factor), were all related to metals detoxification. The YCF1 gene differed in UMCC 2581 compared to UMCC 855 sequence, only for a single SNP in the coding region, two in case of HPR1 and three in both, RGP1 and SAC3 (S2 Table) . HOM2, the last gene annotated on chromosome 4 peak 2, which catalyzes the second step for methionine biosynthesis, displayed a single variant in the genetic sequence. Regarding the genes annotated on peaks on chromosomes 6 and 12, they were all related to oxidative stress response. On chromosome 6, the mitochondrial RNA polymerase RPO41
showed one SNP in the coding region. The protein kinase RIM15 showed the higher number of genomic variations in a single gene with ten SNPs and one insertion (S3 Table) . Finally, both genes annotated on chromosome 12, displayed one SNP comparing parental and evolved DNA sequences (S4 Table) . 
Identification of new mutations
In order to identify new mutations, we performed the sequence analysis of gDNA from both parental and selected evolved strain (S1 Table) . To catalogue copy-number variation (CNV) in the UMCC 855 and 2581 yeast genomes, the depth of sequencing coverage for each genome was calculated (Fig 3) . While the parental strain exhibited a normal chromosomal set (Fig 3a) , the evolved strain revealed a whole-chromosome amplification (Fig. 3b) . The read depth of chromosome 1 was 1.5-fold greater than the median of the strain, pointing out the presence of an extra-copy of this chromosome in UMCC 2581.
The UMCC 855 and UMCC 2581 sequences of the genes within the QTLs regions were compared to find any new mutations present in the evolved but not in the parental strain. Among all genes evaluated only two genes, MED2 and RIM15 both related to oxidative stress response, presented new mutations in the UMCC 2581 strain sequence and were potentially related to the evolved phenotype. In particular, the MED2 sequence presented an inframe insertion C > CTGTTGTTGT in ORF position 441267 (S2 Table) that was not present in UMCC 855 sequence, while a new mutation observed in the RIM15 sequence was a frameshift mutation (GA > G) in position 1066 (S3 Table) .
Transcriptome profile comparison of parental and evolved strains
For a comprehensive evaluation of the occurred genome alteration underlying the higher GSH production and resistance to Mo(VI), we assessed gene expression levels of the evolved and parental strains. Gene expression was measured at three quarters of the way through the exponential phase. This point was chosen in order to precede the major transcriptional reprogramming event during fermentation of a synthetic must that is triggered during entry into stationary phase [21, 38] .
Under the chosen condition, the transcriptome is stable and expected to provide a relevant picture regarding the different strains capacity to produce GSH in mimicking natural must condition.
The transcriptomes of the UMCC 2581 evolved strain and the UMCC 855 parental strain were first compared in the expression profile plot (Fig 4) . The graph shows a higher average expression of the genes present in the chromosome 1 of the evolved strains 2581 (0.57) comparing to the average expression of all other chromosomes taking together. Since the average expression in a comparison between two strains with a normal chromosomal asset is expected to be 0, this result confirm, as previously described (Fig 3) , the presence of an extra copy of chromosome 1 in UMCC 1 2581 strain. Accordingly with the demonstrated aneuploidy, all UMCC 2581 differentially expressed genes present on chromosome 1 (47 genes) were not considered in the subsequent analysis. Without counting the chromosome 1, we observed that 296 genes were differentially expressed between the two strains at an FDR < 0.05 (Fig 5 and S5 Table) . Of the 161 genes upregulated, 66 genes modified their expression more than two-fold as well as 61 genes out of 135 genes down-regulated. Our results indicate that a small fraction of the genes in the genome are differentially expressed but with quite a large subset (almost half) displaying strong variations.
Among the top 10% of genes that were strongly over-expressed (16 genes, S5 Table) , UMCC 2581 exhibited a small but significant set of permease genes including two amino acids permeases (DIP5 and GNP1) involved in transport of GSH precursor amino acids (cysteine, methionine, glutamate and glycine) and SUL1 gene involved in sulfate assimilation pathway. On the other hand, the top 10% of genes strongly under-expressed (14 genes), was characterized by the null production of two genes (MAL11 and MAL13) that could impair the strain ability to utilize maltose.
Regarding the genes mapped into the QTL regions, the vacuolar GSH S-conjugate transporter,
YCF1, was the only differentially expressed gene detected comparing UMCC 2581 to UMCC 855
transcriptomes. This important gene in the resistance to heavy metals, showed a slightly overexpression in UMCC 2581.
Gene Ontology (GO) analysis
To have a more accurate comparison between strains, enriched functional classes of genes were obtained using "GO Term Finder" within the SGD database. GO term annotation analysis was used to detect enriched biology process (S6 Table) , function (Table 3 and S7 Table) and component (S8 Table) in UMCC 2581 compared to UMCC 855.
All the GO analysis performed displayed consistent results that revealed, for the up-regulated genes, the term related to the transport activity striking enriched. Conversely, the same analysis considering the down-regulated genes, exhibited enriched terms for only for four genes (THI2, THI4, THI20, THI21) related to metabolism of thiamine in GO term "Process". The graphical analysis of the GO term "molecular function" (Fig 6) , showed that within the dataset of transporter activity, the terms associated with the amino acids transporter were particularly enriched.
Coherently, as observed in Table 3 , many of the genes that strongly characterize all the enriched function classes, were genes involved in amino acids transporter. Noteworthy, 7 out of 9 genes in the GO class "amino acid transmembrane transporter activity" (genes in bold in Table 3) were genes related to GSH precursor amino acids. In particular, Dip5p (more than 20 fold-change) mediates high-affinity transport of L-glutamate but it is also a transporter for glycine, YCT1 and MUP3 encode, respectively, for high-affinity cysteine transporter and low affinity methionine permease, Gnp1p transports both as well as Agp1p together with glycine and Gap1p is a general amino acid permease. Finally, even though not a transporter for amino acid, the high affinity sulfate permease, encoded by SUL1, is involved in methionine and cysteine biosynthetic process by the sulfate assimilation pathway.
Furthermore, although not present in enriched GO classes, also MET5, GLT1 and SER3 genes were found over-expressed in UMCC 2581. These genes were involved in biosynthesis of methionine and cysteine (MET5, sulfite reductase beta subunit), glutamate from glutamine and alpha-ketoglutarate (GLT1, NAD(+)-dependent glutamate synthase) and glycine (SER3, 3-phosphoglycerate dehydrogenase). 
Discussion
The relationship between metal uptake and toxicity has been documented in many instances since metal resistant microbial strains often exhibit an ability to prevent or reduce entry of toxic metal species into the cell [39, 40] .
Among the events conferring resistance to sulfate toxic analogues, a mutation in the highaffinity permeases encoded by the genes SUL1 and SUL2 is one of the most probable [41] [42] [43] . In this case, the subsequent impaired assimilation of SO 2 can result in a low or nil sulphites and sulphides production [11] . Another resistance mechanism of the cells could be related to the production of GSH, which is known to have an essential role in the defense against oxidative stress and metal toxicity [43, 44] . In particular, GSH biosynthesis in S. cerevisiae takes place in two ATPdependent steps. In the first, cysteine is linked with glutamate by γ -glutamylcysteine synthetase (encoded by GSH1) to form γ -glutamylcysteine. In the second step, glycine is added to this intermediate product by glutathione synthetase (encoded by GSH2) to form the final product [45, 46] . Several authors have reported that GSH is able to chelate heavy metals by forming complexes (metal-GSH complex) that are actively transported into the vacuole or removed from the cell by specific transporters such as Ycf1p and Gex1p [12, [47] [48] [49] [50] .
Chromosomal variations in the evolved strain
Saccharomyces cerevisiae wine yeasts are characterized by the complexity of their nuclear genome and, rather than being strictly diploid, many strains display chromosomal copy number variation (polyploidy, aneuploidy) or rearranged chromosomes [51] [52] [53] . In this work, we observed that the median read depth of UMCC 2581 chromosome 1 was greater by 1.5-fold (3:2 ratio represent at least one extra genomic copy in a diploid strain) than the median of the strain. This pointed out the presence of an extra copy of this chromosome (Fig 3b) and confirming the high level of polymorphism in wine yeasts. Accordingly, this large-scale genomic reorganization provided an average high expression of all genes present in chromosome 1 of the evolved strains UMCC 2581 (117 ORF, Fig 4) . Moreover, the chromosome 1 aneuploidy besides the increased expression of the involved genes, raises also the possibility of both new mutations and different segregation of parental alleles. However, how these modifications can affect the different phenotype is unknown and hard to define.
Identification of candidate genes in QTL
Through the analysis of the two resistant clusters of interest (Resistant-Parental/ResistantEvolved), obtained with our approach, it was possible to map the QTL that characterize the evolved phenotype. The allele frequency plot revealed four major loci on chromosomes 4, 6 and 12 where 68 genes were annotated. Among these, eleven genes (GRX6, MED2, YCF1, RGP1, HPR1, HOM2, SAC3, RPO41, RIM15, RLP24 and LOT6) presented genomic variations comparing parental and evolved strains sequences and were functional related to GSH production, resistance to metals or to oxidative stress.
The HOM2 gene is the only candidate gene that could be related to GSH production by its amino acid precursor biosynthesis. Indeed, the gene product, aspartic β -semialdehyde dehydrogenase, catalyzes the second step of the threonine and methionine metabolic pathway starting from aspartic acid [54] . The HOM2 sequence displayed only one single nucleotide polymorphism, but it occurs in the NAD binding domain. Therefore, we can speculate that the resulting replacement of histidine by asparagine (His29Asn, S2 Table) , both uncharged amino acids but with different 3D-structure, could affect the efficiency of binding NAD and, consequently, the catalytic efficiency of the protein.
On behalf of its function and its close relation with GSH, the most convincing candidate gene in relation with the metals resistant phenotype, seemed to be the Yeast Cadmium Factor (YCF1), which encodes for a well-studied ATP-binding cassette (ABC) protein localized in vacuolar membrane as glutathione S-conjugate (GS-X) transporter [47] . Szczypka and co-workers [55] , who discovered YCF1, described its ability to confer cadmium resistance. Indeed, the Ycf1p is also able to transport into the vacuole a broad range of heavy metals as well as xenobiotic substrates providing resistance to cells [48, 49, [56] [57] [58] . The SNP found as heterozygous in UMCC 855 sequence, and fixed as homozygous alternative allele in UMCC 2581, changed the glutamine amino acid in position 899 with a histidine (S2 Table) . This variation occurred in the regulatory domain and in particular next to K890, an ubiquitination site [59, 60] . No DNA variations were exhibited on the consensus element YRE (binds by Yap1p, the transcriptional activator) [61] , moreover, RNAseq experiments showed a slight increased YCF1 expression in UMCC 2581. Taking into account these findings, we have hypothesized that the presence of His, possibly for steric hindrance, reduced or prevent the ubiquitination of lysine 890 leading to a lower degradation of the protein.
Although the vacuole emerges as a major hot-spot for metal detoxification, a number of pathways that play a more general, less direct role in promoting cell survival under stress conditions as mRNA processing and transport, can be identified. In this context, on chromosome 4 peak 2 besides Ycf1p, also the product of RGP1, HPR1 and SAC3 genes were found to be involved in the metal detoxification (S2 Table) .
Metal toxicity may be caused by impaired DNA repair, inhibition or disturbing of enzyme function but also by oxidative stress that originates from toxic levels of oxygen-derived reactive species (ROS) stimulated directly or indirectly by metals [58, 62, 63] . ROS attack and damage all cellular macromolecules, leading to protein oxidation, lipid peroxidation and DNA damage [43] .
For this reason, proteins related to oxidative stress were considered as candidate genes in our analysis and they were the major represented function (6 out of 11 genes). Among these, Grx6p, Rim15p and Lot6p have proven to be directly involved in the oxidative stress response [64, 65] .
Moreover, the RIM15 gene, that presented a new mutation compared to the parental strain, provided the most interesting sequence modification. Rim15p is a protein kinase by which Saccharomyces cerevisiae regulates the post diauxic shift, entry into meiosis and stationary phase and life-span [66, 67] . The reduced life-span observed in rim15 deletion cells was probably due to their deficiency in oxidative damage prevention [68] , indeed the Rim15p regulon comprises genes implicated in oxidative stress. In our observation, the RIM15 gene was a hot-spot of mutations, gathering eleven polymorphism between the two sequences. Noteworthy, none of them were in the protein kinase domain even though a frameshift mutation (GA > G) in position 1066 (S3 Table) observed in one allele of evolved strain, arose between the two protein kinase domain, probably decreasing or deleting the protein functionality.
As mentioned before regarding metals detoxification, some housekeeping processes appear to play a significant role also in case of hyperoxia resistance. Consistent with these observations, in our QTL genes involved in controlling the activity of general transcription factors and RNA polymerase II [69, 70] as Med2p, in the production of 60S ribosomal subunits [71] as Rlp24p, or encoding for a mitochondrial RNA (mtRNA) polymerase [72] as Rpo41p were found. The specific function carried out in response to oxidative stress by these genes is not clearly understood, however, their involvement in the response against oxidative stress was reported by several authors [73] [74] [75] [76] .
The deeper analysis of the sequences revealed that in four genes, HPR1 and HOM2 on proposed by Zhu et al. [77] . In this work, the authors proposed that, first mutant cells accumulated high ROS levels because of deficient mutated protein, and then the accumulated endogenous ROS subsequently led to chronic oxidative stress and triggered the oxidative stress response, resulting in overproduction of GSH. However, the suggested hypothesis and the mutations' effects proposed requires further study to be confirmed.
Transcriptome profiles comparison
To find relevant evidence supporting the different strains capacity to produce GSH, UMCC 855/2581 genes expression levels were assessed. The SM medium was used in order to mimicking natural must condition and the sampling point was chosen to avoid the most critical phase at the beginning of the fermentation and the major transcriptional reprogramming event that triggered entering into the stationary phase. The most abundant overexpressed GO classes in UMCC 2581
were all involved in transport activity strongly underlying how the major differences between the two strains were situated in this process. Important to notice, the terms associated with the amino acids transporter were particularly extended in the graphical representation (Fig 6) , but also highly characterizing the other enriched function classes (Table 3) . A deeper analysis of the gene annotated in 'amino acid transmembrane transporter activity' revealed, remarkably, that 7 out of 9 were genes related to all GSH precursor amino acids. Cysteine and methionine are transported by Yct1p, Mup3p, Gnp1p and Agp1p, glutamate and glycine by Dip5p (the most differentially higher expressed gene) and Agp1, all are transported by Gap1p, a general amino acid permease [78] [79] [80] .
Moreover, among the differentially over-expressed genes, other genes potentially related to GSH production were found (S5 Table) . In particular SUL1, present together with the above-mentioned amino acids permeases in numerous GO enriched classes, encodes for high affinity sulfate permease [81] . SUL1 along with MET5, that encodes for the β -subunit of the S.cerevisiae sulfite reductase [82] , are involved in the sulfate assimilation pathway that precede the synthesis of sulfur-containing amino acids cysteine and methionine [83] . Another gene is GLT1, which encodes for GOGAT (glutamate synthase) and synthesizes two molecules of glutamate out of one molecule of glutamine and one molecule of α -ketoglutarate [84] . Finally, Ser3p, phosphoglycerate dehydrogenase, catalyzes the first reaction of serine and glycine biosynthesis from the glycolytic metabolite 3-phosphoglycerate [85] . Therefore, our results evidenced that all the GSH precursor amino acids (sulfur-containing amino acids, glutamate and glycine) were over-expressed in its biosynthetic pathway, from permeases to synthetic enzymes (Fig 7) . Thus, it is suggested that this aptitude to collect the precursor amino acids from the media, considering also the over-represented biosynthetic steps in each amino acid pathway, might lead to an overproduction of glutathione by providing large amount of precursors. The gene expression pattern here observed is of particular importance for the technological point of view: although genomic regulation may differ in natural musts with a different nutritional status, the ability to gather precursor amino acids from the media is probably relevant for a constantly high GSH production in real fermentations where must are different year by year.
The analysis of genes related to GSH metabolism allowed us to detect two over-expressed GSH-related genes that are involved in metals detoxification: YCF1 and ECM38. The YCF1 gene was the only one detected in both analyses, whole-genome and transcriptome sequencing, and its important role in providing resistance to heavy metals and xenobiotics as GSH S-conjugate transporter was previously described. The Υ -glutamyltranspeptidase (Υ-GT), in S. cerevisiae encoding by ECM38, is the major GSH-degrading enzyme. Once it is transported into the vacuole, GSH is degraded by the vacuolar membrane-bound Υ -GT and L-cysteinyl glycine dipeptidase by the cleavage of the Υ -glutamyl moiety and the release of cysteinylglycine, further degraded to its constitutive amino acids [86] . Analogue mechanism might be responsible for the recycle of xenobiotics/metal-GSH complex stored in the vacuole, which can be excreted from cells [87, 88] suggesting a possible mechanism for molybdate resistance in evolved strain.
To outline, the analysis of the transcriptional profiles revealed two very important aspects. The first is the global over-expression of the amino acids permeases, noteworthy especially for the final purpose of the evolved strain: high GSH production in oenological applications. The second aspect is the remarkable role of transport processes in the definition of the desired phenotype. This was evident in transcriptome analysis, where was the only enriched process, and also in the QTL analysis, where we detected key genes related to transport activity. Regarding the application of molybdate as selective pressure to obtain evolved strains, YCF1, detected in both analyses, emerged as a major hot spot for metal detoxification. Besides the YCF1, a number of genes associated with a more general transport pathways (for example vesicle and nucleocytoplasmic transport), probably play also a role in promoting cell survival under metal/oxidative stress conditions and in the GSH production and homeostasis.
Conclusion
In this work, we applied quantitative genetics to study the genetic changes underlying the high GSH production showed by the wine S. cerevisiae strains UMCC 2581 selected in a molybdateenriched environment after sexual recombination.
We identified four peaks within 11 candidate genes in QTL analysis and 296 genes differentially expressed between parental and evolved strain. The complex genetic traits and the wide variations produced by sexual recombination resulted in a presumed additive phenotype effects.
The high GSH production phenotype included over-expression of amino acids permeases and precursor biosynthetic enzymes rather than the two GSH metabolic enzymes, whereas GSH production and metabolism, transporter activity, vacuolar detoxification and oxidative stress response enzymes were probably added resulting in the molybdate resistance phenotype.
A thorough understanding of the genes variations effects and the scope of the aneuploidy consequence on chromosome 1 are necessary to address the exact relationships between the evolved phenotypes and candidate genes expression.
This study provides an example of a combination of an evolution-based strategy to successful obtain yeast strain with desired phenotype and inverse engineering approach to genetic characterize the evolved strain.
The genetic information provided could be useful for further optimization of the evolved strains and for providing an even more rapid approach to identify new strains, with a high GSH production, through a marked-assisted selection strategy.
